Studio
Memory Care
352 sf (MC-SA)
Studio
Memory Care–Suite 101
404 sf (MC-SB)
Studio with shared Bathroom

Memory Care

383 & 333 sf (ACC MC-SC/MC-SD)
1 Bedroom 1 Bath
Memory Care
513 sf (MC-1A)
Studio
Assisted Living
384 sf (AL-S.A)
1 Bedroom 1 Bath
Assisted Living
510 sf (AL-1A vert)
1 Bedroom 1 Bath
Assisted Living
540 sf (AL-1A horz)
1 Bedroom 1 Bath  
Assisted Living–Suite 2125  
591 sf (AL-1A.2)
2 Bedroom 1 Bath
Assisted Living–Suite 2101
933 sf (AL-1.C)

LOCATION OF WALL IF RESIDENT WANTS TO MAKE THIS A TWO BEDROOM UNIT
2 Bedroom 1.5 Bath
Assisted Living
836 sf (AL-2.A)
2 Bedroom 2 Bath
Assisted Living
830 sf (AL-2.B)
2 Bedroom 2 Bath
Assisted Living–Suite 2117
901 sf (AL-2.C)
Studio
Independent Living–Suite 3027
533 sf (IL-S.A)
Studio
Independent Living–Suite 3026
548 sf (IL-S.B)
Studio
Independent Living–Suite 3025
668 sf (IL-S.C)
1 Bedroom 1 Bath
Independent Living
776 sf (IL-1.A)
1.5 Bedroom 1 Bath
Independent Living
947 sf (IL-1.B)
1 Bedroom 1.5 Bath
Independent Living
846 sf (IL-1.C)
1.5 Bedroom 1.5 Bath
Independent Living
970 sf (IL-1.D)
1 Bedroom 1 Bath
Independent Living–Suite 3002
695 sf (IL-1E)
1 Bedroom 1 Bath
Independent Living–Suite 3003
698 sf (IL-Unit 1.F)
1 Bedroom 1 Bath
Independent Living–Suite 3001
883 sf (IL UNIT 1.G)
2 Bedroom 2 Bath
Independent Living
1076 sf (IL-2.A)
2 Bedroom 2 Bath
Independent Living–Suite 3034
1094 sf (IL-2.A.2)
2 Bedroom 2 Bath
Independent Living
1170 sf (IL-2.B)
2.5 Bedroom 2 Bath
Independent Living
1374 sf (IL-2.C)
2 Bedroom 2 Bath
Independent Living
1297 sf (IL-2.D)
2 Bedroom 2 Bath
Independent Living–Suite 3023
1127 sf (IL-2.E)
2 Bedroom 2 Bath
Independent Living–Suite 3024
1081 sf (IL-2.E)
2 Bedroom 2 Bath
Independent Living–Suite 3005
1072 sf (IL-2F)